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More Apply Chancellor to Unveil

Residence Decision

Early To

Institute

New System to be Implemented Fall 2001
By Rima Arnaout
ASSOCIATE

Early Action Numbers
Rise by Forty Percent

Chancellor Lawrence S. Bacow
'72 will present his decision for the
redesign of MIT's residence system
Thursday, to be implemented by fall
2001. Bacow will make his presentation Thursday at 5 p.m. in Room
3-270.
"I regret that the report has been
delayed so that it is now coming out
on the eve of finals. I had hoped to
have it finished earlier, but I have
been working with DormCon, IFC,
and others to resolve a number of
open issues," Bacow said.
Bacow refused to comment both
on the content of the report and the
basic elements of its organization.
Paper copies will be distributed in
Institute lobbies and the Student
Center. The report will be available
online at <http://web.mit.edu/residence/systemdesign> tomorrow.

By Sanjay Basu
ASSOCIA TE NEWS EDITOR

Late last summer, admissions
officers across the nation braced
themselves for what was expected
to be the largest ever early applicant
pool in history. But few here could
have anticipated
the incredible
increase in early action applications
to MIT this year.
MIT's Office of Admissions has
received 3,080 early action applications, up 41 percent from last year's
total. In 1998, the board received
2,182 early applications
- an
increase of only five percent from
the previous year.
This year's early applicant pool
is nearly three times the size of previous pools. Prior to 1995, the
Institute received an average of only
1,200 early applications. Since then,
the number has risen by small steps,
I'!"

Student input pivotal in decision
Bacow said the final report
draws equally from earlier proposals
by the Residence System Steering

until this year's giant leap.

Peer institutions

NEWS EDITOR

Committee
and
the
Unified
Response to the RSSC Proposal,
presented
by the student-run
Strategic Advisory Committee to
the Chancellor.
"I see what the SAC did was to
refine what the RSSC did, using it
as a jumping-off point. .. I've basically tried to do the same, blending
the two reports," Bacow said.
Bacow stressed the importance
of student input, stating that he has
worked with the leaders of MIT's
student governments to develop a
plan "that's workable from all perspectives."
"I've been working very closely
with the President of the UA, the
head of Dormcon, and the head of
the IFC to ensure that we have a
plan that's workable from all perspectives," Bacow added. "Student
input has been critical."
"If Chancellor
Bacow's final
report reflects what students want,
it's because [the SAC report] was
done so well," said Undergraduate

The 1999 Prudential Center Tree is
that Christmas is fast approaching.

Residence, Page 28

PKS Brothers Fined, Avoid Charges

change policies

Dean of Admissions
Marilee
Jones attributed
the change to
altered policies at three major competing institutions: Harvard, Brown,
and Georgetown.
All three schools traditionally
used a restricted early action system
that prevented students from applying early to more than one school.
Now students can simultaneously apply early to Harvard, Brown,
Georgetown, and any other school

By Matthew F. Palmer
STAFF REPORTER

Early Action, Page 24

In a closed hearing Friday in
Cambridge District Court, a magistrate ordered three Phi Kappa Sigma
brothers to pay $1,306.42 in restitution and perform eight hours of
community service each in connection with an accidental explosion
that occurred outside 10-250 in
October.
Under the agreement, no misde-

•.

meanor charges will be filed against
PKS brothers Aaron A. Griswold
'03, Robert H. Lee '02, and Ripal B.
Nathuji '02 if they make the restitution and do not commit any further
offenses.
A similar
complaint
against a PKS alumnus was dismissed.
Middlesex
County Assistant
Clerk Magistrate Robert Pacheco
continued the complaints of illegal
possession and use of fireworks and
disturbing the peace without a finding until September 1, 2000.
PKS gives $14K to leukemia

fund

Thursday,
members
of PKS
donated $14,267 to the Leukemia
Society of America,
the charity

which would have benefitted from
their canceled "Skuffle" party and
haunted house. The money was
raised at a rally in support of the fraternity
on the steps
of 77
Massachusetts A venue on October
31.
"We are grateful to the members
of Phi Kappa Sigma for their commitment to the Leukemia Society,"
said Iris Gleason, the Massachusetts
chapter's executive director, in a
printed report. "As a fraternity, they
have traditionally
recognized the
importance
of our mission.
We
appreciate that."
"We wanted to make sure somePKS, Page 14

DormCon, RFSC Develop Plan
To Inspect Dorms' Fire Safety
By Karen E. Robinson
ASSOCIATE

GREG KUIINEN-TIIE

TECl!

Professor Thomas DeFrantz plays Thelonious Monk in Monk's
Mood, a production by members of the theater department,
held this weekend in Kresge Little Theater.

Senior Susan
Mierau wins
a Rhodes
Scholarship.
Page32
....

NEWS EDITOR

Beginning next fall, all MIT dormitory rooms will be inspected for
fire safety under a plan currently
being developed by the Dormitory
Council and the Residential
Fire
Safety Committee.
Inspections will be scheduled up
to a week in advance, and inspectors
will not open drawers or otherwise
ask to see the students' belongings.
"We're working really hard to make
sure the students are comfortable
with the policy," said Jennifer A.
Frank '00, DormCon President.

Comics

Page 9

Halston W. Taylor,
BurtonConner housemaster
and RFSC
member, cautioned
that "if the
inspectors happen to see something
in clear view, it will be their responsibility to report it, same as mechanics or housekeepers."
"We're hoping to make it more
apparent what is and is not allowed"
before the time of the inspections,
Frank said.
Frank mentioned that, contrary
to many students' belief, halogen
lamps are allowed in dorm rooms.

UAAllocates
FunthHeld

In Reseroe
Dana Levine
STAFF REPORTER

The Undergraduate Association
voted Monday night to allocate a
$184,846.79
budget surplus, disbursing $106,453.16 and issuing a
request for proposals to allocate the
remaining funds.
The U A voted to increase its
invested reserve, renovate the Small
Activity Office. build new booths
for lobby 10, allocate seed money to
the Spring Weekend Planning committee. and allocate funds to ease
the transition to a new funding system.
During the past three years, the
UA has accumulated a $184,846.79
surplus as a result of student groups
failing to spend all allocated funds.
Under the previous funding model,
unspent student group funds were
left to accumulate
for a student
activities endowment.
"This is not practical - it would
require $5 million to endow our student groups. That would require a
$50,000 surplus for ten years," said
UA President Matthew McGann.
Past regulations

Inspection, Page 17

Beginning this issue, The Tech will be
printed by Charles River Publishing, Inc.
Readers can expect a return to weekly
full-color photographs and distribution
beginning at 9 a.m. This is the last scheduled issue for 1999. The Tech will be published on the four Wednesdays of lAP.

cause surpluses

In the past, UA regulations have
prevented the allocation of more
than 97 percent of available funds,

World & Nation
Opinion
Features

UA, Page 13
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Boy Wounds Fellow Students
Scientists
Make
Last
Effort
Oklahoma School Shooting
To Contact the Mars Lander
in

LOS ANGELES TIMES

HOUSTON

He wasn't a loner. Neither was he a scapegoat, a poor student or
even, at least to outside appearances, a child in any distress at all.
Although he didn't fit the labels appended to other perpetrators of
school violence, yet another public school student opened fire
Monday on his classmates - this time in Fort Gibson, Okla. It was
the seventh school shooting in two years.
Blank-faced and calm, the skinny 13-year-old emptied a 9mm semiautomatic handgun into a crowd of schoolmates Monday morning, hitting four children. Wounded in the arms, legs or face, all the students
were reported to be out of danger Monday night, although one underwent surgery. A fifth student reportedly suffered abrasions and bruises.
School superintendent Steve Wilmoth said the boy began shooting
outside the school around 7:45 a.m. The child was still trying to shoot
when science teacher and school safety officer Ronnie Holuby
approached and pinned him against a wall. Well-trained in school
disaster management, Fort Gibson Middle School teachers promptly
ushered unhurt students into the cafeteria after the shots. Injured students were whisked to hospitals in Muskogee and Tulsa.

ValuJet Contractor Guilty of
Hazardous Material Violations
LOS ANGELES THtES
MIAMI

A federal jury on Monday found an airline maintenance company
guilty of nine hazardous materials violations in connection with the
handling of oxygen containers blamed for the 1996 crash of ValuJet
Flight 592, which killed 110 people.
SabreTech was cleared of the more serious charges of conspiracy
and causing a destructive device to be put aboard an airplane.
The company - which no longer exists as such - faces possible
fines of up to $2.25 million and may have to compensate the victims'
families as well.
However, SabreTech lawyer Ken Quinn said that the company
had "a negative net worth" and was unable to pay anything. He said
the verdicts would be appealed.
The jury also found two former SabreTech employees - mechanic Eugene Florence and Daniel Gonzalez, then a maintenance vice
president - not guilty of falsifying records and mishandling a dangerous cargo of oxygen generators, which investigators said caught
fire and led to the crash of the DC-9.

Government Lawyers Failed
To Presenre Evidence in Lawsuit
WASJIlNGTON POST
WASHINGTON

A court-appointed special master on Monday released a blistering
report accusing federal government lawyers of failing to preserve
potential evidence in a class action lawsuit brought by Native
Americans and then keeping the destruction a secret for more than
three months.
The 162 boxes of documents included papers that could have been
relevant to a suit challenging the government's
management of
Indian trust funds, special master Alan L. Balaran reported. They
were apparently shredded as part of a routine housecleaning at a
Treasury
Department
facility in the Washington
suburb of
Hyattsville, Md. The suit alleges that the Treasury and Interior
Departments have mismanaged the trusts for decades.
Besides condemning the conduct of Treasury attorneys, Balaran
said the actions were "part of a general pattern of obfuscation" by
government officials involved in the litigation.

By Kathy Sawyer
TIfE WASHINGTON POST
PASADENA.

CA

NASA's Mars team was poised
to try one last-ditch effort between
midnight and dawn Tuesday to contact its missing lander on the Red
Planet.
Hopes had all but faded that they
will recover the Mars Polar Lander
or the two microprobes it was carrying when the craft entered the
Martian atmosphere Friday, handlers admitted early Monday.
"Tuesday night will be pretty
much the last high-probability
chance that we'll have," flight operations manager Richard Cook told
reporters at a Monday briefing here
at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
which manages the Mars missions
for NASA.
If that effort failed, it will certainly leave the team in the previously unthinkable position of having
lost three landers and one orbiter the entire $360 million panoply of
robots aimed at Mars this year - in
what was to have been a vital second wave of research in a sequenced
exploration of Mars.
The team, working carefully
through a series of hypotheses about
the missing Lander's condition, has

eliminated almost all the most likely
single-problem scenarios.
After that, the assumptions take
the engineers deeper into complexity and rapidly lower in probability
of success, according to flight operations manager Sam Thurman,
though efforts will continue on for
two weeks before the mission is formally pronounced deceased.
Monday night's exercise would
again employ the spacecraft's omnidirectional
UHF antenna, which
does not require accurate pointing.
It was to transmit to NASA's orbiting Mars Global Surveyor as it
passed 250 miles overhead, carrying
an instrument that would act as a
relay. The same gambit failed
Sunday, but in the meantime, controllers have sent the lander new
commands that would switch it into
a different "mode" that could produce better results.
Handlers decided to postpone
until Tuesday night a major full-sky
search
originally
planned
for
Monday night. It would use a totally
separate communications path: the
spacecraft's main antenna, a medium-speed dish that has to be accurately pointed. Setting up the scan
was taking longer than expected,
Cook said, adding that there is not

much hope for success with this
approach in any case.
Managers of the two experimental penetrating
microprobes
also
heard nothing but silence through
another long night. The probes,
which hitchhiked aboard the Polar
Lander on its 416-million-mile journey, were supposed to have separated as the three craft entered the
Martian atmosphere about 3 p.m.
Friday. They were to slam into the
surface at 400 mph, send back a signal and prospect for subsurface
water ice.
As NASA braced for the fallout,
planetary experts were raising questions about whether the push to
make missions cheaper has gone too
far and whether the degree of risk
accepted on this mission was too
high. Some were focusing on the
specifics of how to prevent such
problems on the next missions in the
pipeline to Mars.
If the lander is at that spot, engineers would then know that the
parachute, retro-rockets and other
crucial components during the complex descent had worked properly
and could be checked off the list,
said project scientist Richard Zurek.
But controllers said that process
could take a couple of weeks.

u.s. Supreme Court Rethinks
Miranda Suspect Protections
By Joan Biskupic
THE WASHINGTON POST
WASHINGTON

The Supreme Court announced
Monday
that it would decide
whether its 1966 Miranda decision,
the legendary ruling that requires
police to tell suspects in custody
their rights, is still good law.
At stake is one of the bestknown principles of the American
legal system: that police must
inform suspects of their right to
remain silent, that anything they say
can be used against them in a court
of law, and that they have a right to
have a lawyer present during questioning. The Miranda protections
are a hallmark of the liberal era of
Chief Justice Earl Warren and,
through their repetition in movies
and television, a staple of American

popular culture.
A challenge to the landmark
decision
has arisen,
however,
because this year a Richmond, Va.based federal appeals court ruled
that Congress effectively reversed
Miranda with a law passed in 1968.
Though never enforced, the law
enabled confessions to be used at
trial even when criminals had not
been warned of their right to remain
silent. The February decision by the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the 4th
Circuit, which covers Virginia,
Maryland and three neighboring
states, shocked the legal community
at the time, but it has been embraced
by a small but forceful band of conservative
lawyers who believe
Miranda
has handicapped
law
enforcement efforts.
The case, Dickerson- v. United

States, will present one of the most
significant

tests to date of how far

the Rehnquist Court will go in bolstering law enforcement over defendants' rights. It will also put the
spotlight on the aggressive jurisprudence of the 4th Circuit, a panel that
has cut a large swath in recent years
with its conservative decisions and
bold rhetoric. Neither side in the
Dickerson case - concerning
a
bank robber who claimed he had not
been properly read his rights - had
questioned the validity of Miranda;
the 4th Circuit took it upon ,itself to
revive the 1968 law passed to abolish Miranda.
The justices
also announced
Monday that they would take up a
high-profile case concerning federal
court judges' oversight of prison
conditions.

WEATHER
Situation for Noon Eastern Daylight Time, Tuesday, December 7, 1999

The Sun Is Still Shining
By Veronique Bugnion and
Peter Huybers
STAFF METEOROLOGISTS

The mercury climbed to 60°F (15°C) on Sunday at the Blue Hills
observatory in Milton, tying the record set on this date in 1973. The normal high for a December 5th is approximately 41°F (5°C).
The front which brought us rain showers yesterday has already drifted
over the Gulf of Maine. Moving in behind is an area of high pressure
which is gradually building along the Appalachians. It should provide dry
and sunny conditions at least through Friday. Daytime high temperatures
wi II manage to stay above 50°F (lO°C) for most of the week.
Temperatures will drop close to the freezing point at night because clear
skies allow the heat accumulated during the day to escape to space.
The numerical models are predicting that the area of low pressure
which will begin to form in the lee of the Rockies on Thursday will deepen and move rapidly towards New England on Saturday, bringing with it
cloudy skies and a good chance of rain for the weekend.
Today: Mostly cloudy, high 52°F (11°C). Northwest-wind 15 mph.
Tonight: Clearing skies, low of 35°F (3°C).
Wednesday: Clear, high of 52°F (11°C).
Thursday: Clear, high of 50°F (10°C).
Weather
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Russian Planes Warn Chechen
Civilians of Intensified Strikes
By Daniel Williams

growing perception that Russian
THE WASlllNGTON
POST
generals urgently want to retake the
MOSCOW
city from which they were expelled
Russian planes dropped leaflets
three years ago at the end of
Monday over Grozny, the devastatChechnya's
independence
war.
ed capital of breakaway Chechnya,
They appeared intent on creating an
. delivering
a stark ultimatum
to
urban free-fire zone in which anycivilians: Leave by Saturday or face
thing that moves will be considered
intensified air and artillery strikes.
a legitimate military target.
Leaflets also warned Grozny's
Up to 20,000 civilians remain in
defenders to give up or die, and offi- , the city, the Russians said. Chechen
cials said new; heavier a'rmaments
officials put the number at 40,000.
will be used to batter the city.
President Clinton sharply criti"Everyone who fails to leave '" will
cized the Russian ultimatum
to
be destroyed," the leaflets said.
civilians, calling it "a threat to the
Russian officials described the
lives of the old, the infirm, the
ultimatum
as the start of a new
injured people and other innocent
phase in the combat against the sepcivilians who simply cannot leave
arat,ist region. Rebels will be wiped
or are too scared to leave their
out or expelled from urban areas
homes."
and forced into the mountainous
"Russia will pay a heavy price'
south, where they will be pounded
for those actions, with each passing
by pursuing jets and artillery, they
day sinking more deeply into a
said.
morass that will intensify extremism
The two ultimatums support the
and diminish its
stand~g in the.

own

world," Clinton said at the White
House.
The expressed aim of the conflict
is to free Chechnya of "terrorists"
and restore Russian rule. Prime
Minister Vladimir Putin has elevated the war to a battle for the very
existence of Russia. Over the weekend, he responded
to intense
Western criticism of the campaign's
brutality by saying Moscow could
not be expected to build friendly
relations with foreign countries "at
the price of breaking up our state."
There is political significance for
Putin in the timing of the planned
offensive. Russian parliamentary
elections are scheduled for Dec. 19,
and the results are regarded as a
bellwether for next year's presidential vote. 'Putin has staked ~is presidential candidacy on the war's outcome, and so far his popularity has
soared. He backs the Unity party in
the parliamentary vote

Japan's" Third Quarter GDP Falls
One Percent, Renewing Criticism
By Clay Chan~ler

and a key U.S. trade partner, suffered a staggering 3.8 percent drop.
HONG KONG
The report provided fresh ammuJapan's economy contracted
nition for skeptics iIi the high-stakes
more ,severely than expected in the
debate about whether the Japanese
, quarter ended September 30, dasheconomy is' on the mend. "The clear
ing government and investor hopes
message here is that Japan has lost
that the once-vigorous nation had
momentum," declared Robert Alan
finally shaken off its eight-year
Feldman,
chief, economist
at
malaise.'
.
Morgan Stanley Japan Ltd.
The Japanese
government
Feldman predicted the Japanese
reported Monday that third-quarter
economy will shrink 1.3 percent in
gross domestic
product - the
2000; he is one ofa number of highnation's total output of goods and
profile' Western analysts who have
services - shrank 1.0 percent from' argued that a genuine recovery is
the previous three months.
'
'still a long way off. ,
.. The downturn, a reversal from'.
"This is not a report that is going
t\yo qu.art~rs .'9Lso}id ,g~owt.l!,:wa~ . to be welcomed by forei~ ,gQvern-'
considerably sharper than the 0.1
ments," Feldman said. "It makes it
percent decline expected by private
very difficult to imagine that the
economists. On'an annualized; seaother industrial 'economies will be
sonally adjusted basis, Japan, the
eager to cooperate with Japanese
world's second-largest
econ~my
requests for intervention in the curTHEWASHlNGTONPOST

rency markets."
But Nikko Salomon
Smith
Barney economist Jeffrey Young,
who is optimistic about Japan, said
Monday's announcement
did not
shake his faith. H~ described the
July-September figure as "part of a
zigzag pattern around a rising
trend."
"At the end of the day," Young
said, "we're still talking about an
economy that is growing by about I
percent a year or slightly stronger
and is on its way. to growth of about
2 percent or slightly stronger." _
Even the bulls, though, conceded
Japan isn't likely, to post strong
growth rates over the next three to
six-months and' will be hard pressed
to achieve Prime Minister Keizo
Obuchi's growth target of 0.6 percent for the fiscal year ending
March 31.
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Drug Czar Calls for Mandatory
Rehab Treatment of Criminals
LOS ANGELES

TIMES
WASHINGTON

The director of the administrat!on's war on drugs called Monday
for a "historic shift" toward mandating drug treatment for hundreds
of thousands of criminals, saying that policies aimed at simply locking up state and federal offenders without curing their addictions
have failed.
"This is not a soft-on-crime issue. It's trying to get good corrections policy combined with good drug treatment policy," Barry
McCaffrey, who heads the White House Office of National Drug
Control Policy, told reporters. "The current system is broken."
McCaffrey will deliver that same basic message Tuesday to 900
prominent law-enforcement officials, health administrators and government policy analysts gathering in Washington for a major conference on the issue. Attorney General Janet Reno and Health and
Human Services Secretary Donna Shalala also will participate in the
conference.
Law-enforcement officials in some states have moved in the last
decade to develop drug courts and other ways of offering treatment to
drug-addicted criminals. But McCaffrey said that, with as many as '85
percent of the nation's nearly two million prisoners thought to be
chronic drug users, a new national direction is needed to break the
cycle of addiction.

Physicist, N~clear Anus Expert
Richard Latter Dies at 76
WASJl/NGTON

POST

Richard Latter, 76, a theoretical physicist who warned of clandestine ways to cheat arms-reduction treaties during the Cold War, died
oflung cancer Dec. 2. He lived in McLean, Va.
Latter, who once was termed "conservative cubed" politically,
headed what became the physics department at Rand Corp. in the
1960s.
He later became a founder and vice president of the defense technology think tank Rand D Associates (RDA) in 1971. He led RDA's
Washington office from 1974 to 1979. Logicon Inc., now a subsidiary
of Northrup Grumman, bought RDA in the early 1980s.
In the 1960s, Latter warned of the ease of skirting nuclear-armstesting regulations while a member of the U.S. delegation to the
Geneva-based
Conference
for the Discontinuance
of Nuclear
Weapons Tests and a science adviser to the strategic arms limitation
talks (SALT).
Underground tests, he said, could be conceived in a filled cavity,
thereby minimizing the seismic waves of the explosion.
Not only could this happen in the event of a small blast, but also
one larger than 10 kilotons, said Harold Brode, a theoretical nuclear
physicist who specialized in the effects of weapons blast radiation.
Latter helped work with Soviet scientists at the Geneva conference to develop what would in' 1964 become a treaty banning atmospheric testing of nuclear weapons.
Latter, a Chicago native, was a Navy veteran of World War II. He
was a 1942 physics graduate
of the California
Institute
of
Technology, from which he also received a doctorate in theoretical
physics.
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This Thursday, Chancellor Lawrence S. Bacow '72 will
release his final recommendations on the future shape of the
MIT housing system.
This report will encapsulate one
of the most important policy drafts
---------in recent memory. Every student at
MIT in the coming decades will be directly affected by the recommendations of this report.
Unfortunately, the timing for the release of this report is
very poor. Students have precious little time in the twilight of
the semester to devote to anything other than classwork. Many
students preoccupied with exams will find it most convenient to
ignore the release of this report. The chancellor, student leaders,
and students themselves must not let this happen.
Chancellor Bacow must redouble his efforts to insure that
students give serious consideration to the release of his
report. At his presentation Thursday he must make every

effort to str~ss the great importance of this report and encourage all students to read his findings.
Student leaders must also urge their respective constituencies to read the report. If leaders expect to receive
feedback from the students they represent, they must stress to
students the importance of understanding and reacting to this
report. Student leaders have shown admirable dedication to
participating in the process which lead up to the release of
this report. That dedication to provide student input should
continue through the implementation of Bacow's report.
Finally, students themselves must take responsibility and find
time to review Chancellor Bacow's recommendations. HouSing is
an integral part of the MIT experience, and students should make
their opinions known to the administration on this pivotal issue.
Chancellor Bacow, student leaders, and individual students
have an obligation to give the report proper consideration
despite the inopportune timing of its release.
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Cambridge City Council'sY2K Problem
Michael 1. Ring
The Cambridge City Council will soon
face a Y2K problem of its own.
No, the city's comput~rs are not going to
crash (so we hope) with the stroke of midnight
on New Year's Eve. This Y2K problem is ofa
political, not a technological, nature. When
the new council is sworn in next year, one of
its first orders of business will be choosing the
city's new mayor. And for the second consecutive mayoral election, 'blood is likely to be
spilled.
In the 1998 election, then-councilor
Katherine Triantafillou, who won inore
votes than any other progressive candidate
in that campaign, appeared to have five of
the nine councilors behind her bid for
mayor. But, at the last minute, fellow councilors Frank Duehay, Kathleen Born, and
Henrietta
Davis,
who along with
Triantafillou were members of the liberal
Cambridge Civic Association, broke ranks
and joined with two moderates, Anthony
GallucCio and Sheila Russell, to install
Duehay as mayor. The 1998 mayoral election was the beginning of the end for
Triantafillou, who promptly quit the CCA,
and was ousted in last month's election.
This time around, three of the nine councilors-elect are seeking the largely ceremonial
position of mayor. Current vice-mayor
Galluccio, the top vote-winner in'last month's
election, is. seeking the job. Councilor
Kathleen Born, who finished second to
Galluccio, also wants the position. Councilor
Michael Sullivan is the third candidate.
Currently Born has the support of fellow
CCA members. Davis' and Jim Braude.
Councilor Tim Toomey is believed to be supporting Sullivan. Councilor-Ken Reeves and
Councilors-elect Marjorie Decker and' David
Maher are currently uncommitted, although
Maher is likely to support either Galluccio or
. Sullivan, depending on who shows more
strength.
At first glance, Galluccio is the logical
choice for mayor. ;Evenhis critics' must concede he is cufnintly ~hemost popu!ar member
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Thi~ isn't going to be a colm lamenting
the loss of the "true meaning of Christmas."
Plenty' has already been written about how
nobody appreciates Christmas anymore.
Everyone complains about the commercialization of Christmas. People moan and groan
about how no one realizes that Christmas is
supposed to be a day to honor and to celebrate
the birth of Jes~s Christ.
P~rhaps this is true; the abbreviation "Xmas" completely destroys the meaning of the
word by removing "Christ." Why do we need
an abbreviation, anyway? It isn't. such a long
word.
But we all, Christian or not, know the origin of Christmas. We might forg~tor overlook
it in the frantic rush of the holiday season, but
we know what it is. Yes, we should pay more
attention to the "true meaning of Christmas.'~
But to hear some people talk, you might think
that they want to remove all of the trappings
df the season, the Christmas trees, the decorations, the spirit. Should we ignore the festivity,
'and not mention Christmas until December
25, when Christians would then go to church,
and that"wouldbe all?
I'd prefer not. I speak for many when I say
that the Christmas season is my favorite part
of the year. I love decorating my house with
decorations and foil snowflakes. I enjoy
pulling out the ornament box each year and
sifting through all of our ornaments. They
range from fancy glass ones to ones my sister
and I made' out of construction paper many
years ago:
Ornaments accumulated over time are
remnants of the past. An ornament of Santa
Claus with his leg in a cast reminds me of 'the
year my dad broke his foot. Some ornaments
bring to mind the friends who gave them to.
us. Hanging up a walnut that I made in nursery school, painted red and studded with fake
pearls, is the highlight of my tree-decorating.
It's like seeing an old friend, year after year.
I like all of the traditions: decorating,
drinking egg nog, baking cookies, and hanging up stockings. Of course, none of these
actually relate to the birth of Christ in any
way. Rather, they represent the secularization
of Christmas. I don't think it's wrong to look
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Getting
Home On
January 1

ness over the mayoral election. Galluccio's
candidacy should be turned back in favor of a
Mayor who can unite all councilors, and
whom all councilors can trust.
Fortunately, Galluccio's election is far
from guaranteed. His ploy against Wolf may
Eric 1. Plosky
not sway Decker, who is now in a difficult
position. Despite all her talk about being
It's an hour or two into the year 2000, and
unaligned with either the progressive or moderate blocs the council, Decker's constituency you're beginning to freeze your Beantown
is clearly liberal. The five candidates selected patootie off after a night of raucous millennial
most frequently by Decker supporters for celebration. Time to go home!
Better hurry up and wait - the T won't be
number-2 votes - Tri'antafillou, Braude,
Born,. Davis, and Reeves - are all progres- in any particular rush to get you there.
This New Year's Eve is expected to be one
sive. Therefore, Decker's constituents strongly favor her voting for Born, and as a fresh- of the most active nights in Boston memory;
man councilor she may not have the political hundreds of thousands will be out on the street
for First Night events and other Y2K festivicapital to do otherwise.
ties. Naturally, given the unique circumstances
Even with Decker's support, Galluccio
surrounding this Dec. 31, one would think that
faces another' major hurdle in his election
the T would run all night, thereby making an
campaign. Sullivan, one of his competitors,
One of the Cambridge City
shares the vice-mayor's moderate ideology. exception to its normal operating hours, which
Council~ first ord~s of business If they split that constituency, Born - the end at about 12:30 AM. But the brains at
only liberal seeking the office - might win. MBTA headquarters figure that not even the
will be choosing the new mayor. But will she, and would that be desirable? If once-in-a-thousand-years turnout expected on
Born gets Decker's support, she still only New Year's Eve is enough reason to institute
And for the second consecutive has
four votes. Reeves, the fifth liberal of frequent service throughout the night.
Oh, there will be service - it's not that the
the
council,
not be inclined to vote for
mayoral eledion) blood is likely Born. Reevesmayis politically
T wants to force you to hoof it. According to
and personally
close to Triantafillou, and is still angered by the MBTA's web site, for example, Red Line
to be spilled.
Triantafillou's failed mayoral bid. And there trains should operate at 18-minute intervals
between 2:00 and 6:00 AM; the No. 1 bus will
lies' the problem with Born like
Galluccio, she is a politician with blood on run at 35-minute intervals. Other buses and
primary if he were elected mayor. Wolf and her hands. Born was one of those who back- subway lines, including the Green Line, will
Galluccio have sparred twice over the sea! stabbed Triantafillou. Born is a link to a past provide similar service. It's obvious, though,
of backroom dealing - not a fresh, honest that such infrequent service will simply not be
since the 1996 resignation of then-Speaker
enough.
Charles Flaherty; Wolf has emerged victori- future.
Urban transit systems in metropolitan areas
Of the three councilors-elect expressing
ous both times. And if Galluccio isn't elected mayor, he says it is "very probable" that interest in the position, Michael Sullivan is ' are often overburdened following the conclusion of major events. If you've ever tried to
he would oppose Wolf a third time for the the best choice for mayor of Cambridge.
board a Green Line trolley at North Station
state representative seat. Galluccio's ploy Although he finished eighth in balloting,
appears targeted at Councilor-elect Marjorie Sullivan is the only one of the three candi- following a Celtics or Bruins game, you know
precisely what I mean. Considering that this
dates not involved in the mayoral dealings
Decker, a fOroler Wolf campaign manager
New Year's Eve, in terms of participants, is
who maintains close ties to the state repre- and shenanigans of the past several years.
Sullivan brings an extensive knowledge of likely to be the equivalent of at least a dozen
sentative.
city affairs to the position and could be a packed-to-the-gills Fleet Centers, I8-minute
The stench of politicking in the Mayor's
service on the Red Line surely will be insuffiOffice is the last thing Cambridge needs. The mayor councilors and citizens alike could
trust. Cambridge needs a fresh start, and cient to avert a transportation catastrophe.
last Council was damaged by the trickery
Sure, Boston isn't used to operating its
pulled. against Triantafillou. Cambridge' does- . Sullivan is the mayoral candidate best able to
transit system throughout the night. But nein't need another City Council torn by bitter- provide it.
ther is San Francisco, which is nonetheless
planning all sorts of extra BART service on
New Year's Eve. In fact, to make travel easier, BART last. month began selling
"Millennium Flash Passes" - $5.00 tickets
good for unlimited travel between 6:00 PM on
Dec. 31 and 6 PM on Jan. 1. The T, of course,
would never have thought of that.
upon the Christmas season as a time extend- came in.
Giving a gift to someone often becomes a
Neither has the T followed Chicago's
ing above and beyond Christians. Christmas
origi~ated as a religious holiday, and it matter of obligation and not of any real feel- example. The Chicago Transit Authority, in
remains a religious holiday. However, I think ing. People buy others presents simply so they addition to providing extra service on buses
we should, and we have, s~cularly extend the will get something in return. I once knew a and trains, will charge 'millennium revelers'
girl who would distribute her Christmas pre- only a one-cent fare. On the CTA website,
meaning of Christmas beyond its original
intent.
sents to her friends and casual acquaintances a chairman Valerie Jarrett wisely says, "The
week before Christmas so they would feel Penny Ride program encourages customers to
Christmas has become a time to spend
with family and friends and to celebrate with obligated to buy her a present while they still make the CTA their 'designated driver' on
those you care about. It is a season of giving had the chance. What about Secret Santa
this busy holiday." Boston considers this conand a season to recognize those less fortunate. exchanges? My friends from home and I cept alien.
People become more generous "in the spirit of would always do a Secret Santa exchange,
London"Transport, although unaccustomed
the holiday." Some have parties to share the ranging over the course of several weeks as to round-the-clock service, will also operate
merriment and the general happiness of the people would send others anonymous cards throughout the night. Last month, in polite
season. We pass out candy canes to our and leave little gifts. All of it served to British, LT actually posted on its web site an
friends, and we wear red and green. We make increase the fun and build anticipation for the apology to customers - it seems that despite
countless fruitcakes (though no one actually final present, when the Secret Santas would . the agency's desire to provide the best possilikes them). We.listen to odd Christmas paro- reveal their identities. We had a great time in ble New Year's Eve service, it is simply
dies on the radio. Undoubtedly, none of this the process, and it made things easier because impossible, due to the limits of signaling and
actually relates to the "true meaning of a person didn't have to attempt to find pre- switching technologies, to run more than
Christmas." Why can't we have an alternate, sents for everyone in the group, just one, and twenty trains an hour. The Piccadilly Line will
'secular "true meaning of Christmas?"
everyone would get a present in return.
run under Trafalgar Square every three minSeinfeld joked about "Festivus," a-nondeSadly, such exchanges often turn into large utes, the Red Line will stop at Kendall every
nominational winter holiday that everyone,
anonymous gift trades. People may not know 18 minutes - and London Transport posted
Jewish, Christian, Muslim, Hindu, or other- each other that well, if at all, so everyone buys an apology? How comical. Still, don't bother
wise, could celebrate. Perhaps' that is what something as generic as pos~ible for their per- looking for it; LT removed the apology from
Christmas is starting to become - a season of son, and they receive something as anonyits web site - to make room for an announce, giving, of love, and of family and friends. It mous in return. There's no spirit of the holi- ment stating that all transit service will be free
can have a.greater, overlying meaning for day in such an exchange. In the words of Jerry on Dec. 31 and Jan. I.
everyone, Christian or not. Yet sometimes it Davidson, "We exchange presents like
Boston will not have frequent, free transit
appears that even this second meaning of exchanging gunfire in a war: 'Why did she get service this New Year's. Boston will have a terChristmas gets abandoned in the holiday shuf- me something? I didn't get her anything! Now rific mess on its hands; several hundred thoufle. Gift-giving, while not religious, originated I have to go all the way.back to.the store... ,,,
sand New Year's revelerswill have a whale ofa
as an act of love. People who really cared
This Christmas, I urge you to change this. time getting home. T stations will be swamped
about others gave them something meaningful If you feel moved to give a gift to someone, with pe'oplewaiting to buy tokens and to board
as a token of affection. It didn't have to be and can do so with no expectations, then do trains; the streets will overflow with freezing,
expensive, but it was usually thoughtful, and so. Don't give gifts for the sake of getting
increasingly irritablemasses. And, most dangerthe giver knew the recipie~t would like it.
something back - that's an exchange, not a ously, tens of thousands will get into cars -.
. Giving gifts today has, more often than true gift. If you feel obligated to give someone designated driversand otherwise.
not, lost that meaning. The holiday shopping a present, then don't do it; something given
If it really aspires to "world city" status,
season begins even before Thanksgiving.
out of obligation isn't a real gift either.
Boston should look to world cities like San
Stores extort everyone into spending as much
Save yourself the time and money. Instead, Francisco, Chicago and London for some
money-as possible. Kids make mile-long lists enjoy the happiness and generosity of the hol- transportation advice, at least for this New
of expensive toys they want from Santa Claus. iday. Spend time with family and friends, and Year's. And there's always New York, of
Pat:entscan go into debt attempting to satisfy spread the merriment. Continue your tradi- course, whose 24-hour subway and bus service
their children's demands. Crazes like Tickle tions. If you are Christian, remember the reli- makes the special case of New Year's Eve just
Me Elmo and Furby demonstrate the worst gious meaning of the holiday, but even if you another ordinary couple of hours" worth of
part of the holiday greed, as harried and aren't, consider celebrating the secular aspects New York minutes. Ever .wonder how a milstressed parents wait in line for hours and of the holiday and reveling in the spirit.
lion people can crowd into Times Square to
fight with other parents, spend exorbitant
Christian, Muslim, Jewish, Buddhist, or other- . watch the ball drop, and ~en get home without
amounts of money, and return home cranky, wise, we can spread the feelings of joy, car- utter pandemonium? The subway is what
all to appease their three-year-old - who will ing, and generosity, and make the holiday sea- makes it possible. Boston would do well to
have more fun playing with the box the toy son a happier time for all of us.
remember that the same is true here.
of the Cambridge City Council. He trounced
the other candidates, tallying 2,716 first-place
votes (Born was second with 1,662), and was
the only candidate to exceed quota on the first
count.
But Galluccio should not be chosen mayor,
because he is too hungry for power and willing to pander for the position. The power play
reeking of unprofessional backroom politics
he revealed this week in the Cambridge
Chronicle should lead the other councilors to
question his motives.
The December 1 edition of the Chronicle
reported that Galluccio has told State
Representative Alice Wolf; who represents
North and West Cambridge, that he would
not run against her in the 2000 Democratic

'Tis the Season

Make Christmas,"not m;r; Remember the Holiday's Origin and Spirit
Veena Thomas
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Internship Opportunities Abound
By Bushra Makiya
STAFF REPORTER

This article is part of a series on finding
employment, and is the second of two focusing
on internship opportunities available through
MIT.
With lAP just around the corner, many students will soon begin the summer job h~t in
earnest. For many students the search will end
within the boundaries of MIT, and may result
in an internship far from campus. The many
departments at MIT offer a great array of
internships, both for pay and for credit, and
ranging from year-long programs in Germany
to shorter ones right here during lAP.
On'e opportunity,
the Engineering
Internship Program is offered through the
School of Engineering to students. in Courses
I, II, III, XIII, XVI, and XXII and leads to the
simultaneous awarding of two degrees, S.B.
and S.M. The program combines off campus
work experience with on campus academic
programs. Its purpose is to give students experience in their respective fields and enable
them to become' better informed about their
career options. For more information about
EIP, go to <http://web.mit.eduleip/www/.>
The Leaders for Manufacturing Program is
another opportunity which offers MIT stu':

dents the opportunity to work in industry. This
program is described as a partnership between
MIT and many U.S. manufacturing
firms
which culminates in internships at companies
such as Polaroid, Motorola, and Intel. For
more information,
see their we,bsite at
<http://web.mit.edu/lfm/www/>
The Washington Internship program, run
through the political science department, is
open to all MIT students and offers them the
opportunity to spend a summer working in public policy in Washington DC and course XIV is
also beginning an undergraduate internship program in Washington. The political science
department also sponsors a local internship for
credit and helps students find other internships
in Cambridge,
Boston, and Washington.
Contact Tobie Weiner, Undergraduate Academic
Administrator, in the political science department for more information.
The MIT Germany program, part of the
MIT Science and Technology Initiative, is
sponsored
by the department. of Foreign
Languages and Literatures. It offers students,
both undergraduate and graduate, the opportunity to combine their studies of the German
Language with working in science or engineering with German companies. Internships
range from three months during the summer

This Week in MIT History
By Aaron. Mihalik
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to six to twelve months during the year, often
after graduation or as part of a PhD program.
For
more
information,
visit
<http://web.mit.edu/mit-germany/home.htm
>.
There are also opportunities to work in other
countries, including, China, Japan and India.
Course-specific programs available
An opportunity
for Department
of
Aeronautics and Astronautics
is the Space
Grant Consortium which offers summer positions in industry to undergraduates, and some
graduates. The consortium
also sponsors
DROPs and various lectures. Contact Marie
Stuppard, undergraduate and graduate administrator, for more information.
Another internship program for engineers
is the VI-A internship program in which students in Computer Science and Engineering
are paid an~or receive academic credit while
gaining valuable industry experience. Students
in this program work with the same company
'for two summers before graduation and are
encouraged to continue there after matriculation. For more information about this program
visit
their
website
at
<http://web. mit. edu/acadinfo/undergradlchart
s/6lcourse VIA.html>
A similar program, run by the Department
of Physics, is open to both undergraduate and
graduate physics students. Contact Professor
Peter Wolff for more information.
The Industrial Internship Program, offered
through Course III allows Materials Science
and Engineering students to participate in two
ten week work periods in industry or government positions. The second of these periods
may, in some cases, be accepted instead of an
undergraduate thesis. This program is coordinated by Professors Ronald Latanision and
Joseph Dhosi.
Course V students can take advantage of a
similar program is the Chemistiy Industrial
Internship Program through which students can
receive academic credit and/or monetary compensation.
Contact Miriam R. Diamond,
Chemistry Education coordinator or M.T. Kouo,
Personnel Administrator for more'information.
lAP internships

"

Viewpoint
What are your plans for
New Year's Eve? .

I'll be in Times Square
Peggy Wang '02

Going home to New
Zealand where my parents are. The last time
I've seen them was
Spring Break.
M. Camilla Fiazza '02

I'm watching the Three
Stooges marathon like
every year.
Elizabeth M.
Resendes '01

To go to the capital.
Chris D. Smith '01

My family and I are
going to church and
celebrating New Year's
with my entire west
coast family.
Joanne Chang '03

I 'was thinking I would
bring some people and
go up to the top of a
mountain near L.A.,
overlooking the city.
David E. Robison '00

also available

The architecture
department
offers an
Architecture
Internship Program over lAP
sponsored by the Office of Career Services,
FI ASIP, and Pre-professional
Advising.
Students receive six units of academic credit
for this program which involves working fulltime in an architect's
office in Boston or
Cambridge for the month of January. This
opportunity is available for both undergraduates and graduates. For'more information, see
the lAP guide under courses 4.280 and 4.287.
This is only a samp1ing of the many internships offered through MIT'but it demons~tes
the variety and depth of opportunities available. Internships are a great way for students
to find work and to get real world experience
in a field in which they may be interested.
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I'm not kidding when I say this ... I'm
going to Disney World!
Andrew D. Montgomery '01
I will probably be back here, in Boston,
doing the First Night thing.
, "
Jeffrey J. Tooley '01

Comp~/ed by Katharyn Jeffries

The MIT. Societo por Esperanto
invites you to
,

Learn

ranto
over lAP

http://web.mit.edu/esperanto/www/
Esperanto is'an invented language introduced in 1887. It is designed to be
easy to" learn by anyone through 'its simple and .regular grammar (all the
rules, can fit on one page arid there are no exceptions to memorize!).
Esperanto is also intended as a language for international communication .
Ii does not replace native languages, but. is rather a second language
through which people of different native languages can communicate. And
because Esperanto is invented, it is politically neutral and therefore does
not favor one nation or culture over another.

Esperanto I: Intensive Course for Beginners
Mon-Fri January 4-7 and 10-14, 2-3pm in Room 4:'231

. Esperapto II
Mon-Fri January 18-21 and 24-28,2-3pm in Room 4-237

More details in the lAP guide!
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TechCalendar
TechCalendar appears in each issue of The Tech and features events for members of the MIT community. The Tech makes no guarantees as to the accuracy of this information,
losses, including, but not limited to, damages resulting from attend~nce of an event. Contact information for all events is available from the TechCalendar web page.

and The Tech shall not be held liable for any

Visit and add events to TechCalendar online at http://tech-calendal.mit.edu
Tuesday's Events
:7:00 - 9:00 p.m. - Kendo Practice. Come learn the Japanese art of swordfighting
under the instruction of sensei Junji Himeno, 7th dan from Harvard. No experience is
necessary. McCormick Gym. Sponsor: MIT Kendo Club.
7:00 - 10:00 p.m. - "Chess" Auditions. The Cold War musical by Richard Nelson
(book), Benny Andersson & Bjorn Ulvaeus (music) and Tim Rice (lyrics). Bring a prepared song, in English and sheet music. Wear clothes suitable for movement.
Admission O. Kresge Rehearsal Rm 8. Sponsor: Office of the Arts.
7:30 - 9:00 p.m. - Chi Alpha Campus Meeting. Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship will
be sponsoring a series on the book of Revelation at our weekly meeting. There will
be time for worship and fellowship as we study the Bible. PDR 3, Student Center.
Sponsor: Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship.
12:00 p.m. - Space, Place, and Extension: Where Things Are in Greek Physics,
Helen Lang, Trinity College. Please call if you plan to attend: 253-6989 OR Send an
email: dibner@mit.edu. Open. More info: Call Trudy Kontoff at 253-6989. Email
kontoff@mit.edu. Rm E56-100.
4:15 p.m.- Robust Control of Rotating Stall and Surge in a Low Speed Axim
Compressor, Mr. Shengfang Uao, Gas Turbine Laboratory - MIT. Refreshments
4:15p.m. Lecture 4:30p.m. Open. More info: Call Lori Martinez at 253-2481. Email
dragonl@mit.edu. Rm 31-161.
4:30 p.m.- The Ledger of Acculturation & De-culturation:German SelfUnderstanding of German-American Migration, Michael Ermarth, Professor of
History, Dartmouth College. A session of the Inter-University Seminar on
International Migration. Open. More info: Call Jessica Wattman at 253-1288. Email
jwattman@mit.edu. Rm E38-714.
5:00 p.m.- French Initiatives in Research, Development and Innovation, Claude
AllEgre, Minister of Education, Research and Technology in France. Tuesday, Dec.
7, at 5 p.m., Bartos Theater- E15 (Media Lab), 20 Ames Street. More.info: call S.
Berka at 253-6982 or e-mail sberka@mit.edu. Open. More info: Call Sigrid Berka at
253-6982. Email sberka@mit.edu. Media Lab, Bartos Theatre.
8:00 p.m. - What do Late Nights, Pajamas, and Finals Have in Common?,
Elizabeth Young and Laurie Ward, Office of Academic Services. Snacks and refreshments will be served. Closed. More info: Call Van Chu at 258-0691. Email deepblue@mit.edu. Web: http://web.mit.edu/arc/tnb/tuesdays.htm/.
Baker Dining.

Center for Advanced Visual Studies" (MAS 879. Facul:tY: Steve Benton & Glorianna
Davenport). Admission O. Rm N52-390 (studio). Sponsor: Office of the Arts.
4:00 - 6:00 p.m. - Class Exhibition. Prof John Maeda's "Organic Form" class
exhibit their interactive artworks. Admission O. E15 Atrium. Sponsor: Office of the
Arts. •
5:00 p.m. - MIT Chamber Music Society. Telemann's Trio for Flute, Oboe, Cello,
and Harpsichord "Tafelmusik"; John Cage's Variations II; Monteverdi's Filii cara e
amata and Brahms' Drei Gesnge; Mendelssohn's Quartet, Op. 12". Admission O.
Killian Hall. Sponsor: Office of the Arts.
7:00 p.m. - Bowflnger. Bobby Bowfinger (Steven Martin), a. run-down actor-producer-director, decides to take one last shot at fame. To get his film produced, he
must pretend that Kit Ramsey (Eddie Murphy) is starring. Admission 2.50. 26-100.
Sponsor: LSC.
8:00 p.m. - MIT Writers Series: Gerald Early. The director of African and AfrO:
American Studies at Washington University6St. Louis will read from his paper,'
"Sammy Davis Jr.: The Last Great American Hipster.". Admission O. Rm 66-110.
Sponsor: Office of the Arts.
8:00 p.m. - A Philadelphia Story. MIT Community Players production. Ronni
Marshak, director. $10; $8 for other students, MIT/Wellesley community members, and sr citizens; $6 for MI.T/Wellesley students. Admission 6.00. Kresge
Little Theater. Sponsor: Office of the Arts.
10:00 p.m. - Bowflnger. Bobby Bowfinger (Steven Martin), a run-down actor-producer-director, decides to take one last shot at fame. To get his film produced, he
must pretend that Kit Ramsey (Eddie Murphy) is starring. Admission 2.50. 26-100.
Sponsor: LSC.
4:00 p.m. - Some Mathematical Models of Cancer Treatment, Lawrence M.
Wein, P.rofessor of Management Science, Sloan School, MIT. Refreshments to follow in Room E40-106. Open. More info: Call Alp Muharremoglu at 253-7412. Email
armacost@mit.edu. Web: http://web.mitedu/orc/www.
Rm E40-298.
4:00 p.m. - When Thlngs.Start to. Think, D!. Neil Gersh~n~eld, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Open. More info: Call Donna Wilker at 253-2071. Email
dwilker@mit.edu. Rm 3-370.
Friday's Events

9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. - UROP's lAP Research Mentor Program. Deadline for
Research Mentor applications. Upperclassmen interested in actjng as lAP 2000
_ Research Mentors, should see the URL below and submit their applications, ASAP.
7-103. Sponsor: UROP.
12:00 p.m. - Lemelson-MIT $30,000 Student Prize. MIT seniors & grad students
1:30 p.m. - Young Composers' Ensemble Premiere Concert. Student ensembles
are eligible, regardless of major or area of study. Deadline is January 7, 2000.
perform works by fellow students. Admission O. Sala de Puerto Rico. Sponsor:
Download an application at http://web.mit.edu/invent/www/stuprize.htm/,
or call
Office of the Arts.
253-3352. Admission O. Sponsor: Lemelson-MIT Program.
4:30 p.m. - ~IT's Annual "Messiah" Sing. Scores provided; refreshments served.
5:0.0 p.m. - MIT Chamber Music Society. Brahms' Clarinet Trio in a minor; Anton
Admission free. Twenty Chimney. Sponsor: Office of the Arts.
Arensky's Trio in D Minor, Op. 32. Admission O. Killian Hall. Sponsor: Office of the Arts.
5:00 p.m. - Mil Chamber Music Society. Max Reger's Serenade for Rute, Violin,
6:00 p.m. - Gallery Talk. Kimberly Alexander Shilland, curator, Architecture &
and Viola, Op. 77a; John Harbison's Twilight Music; Dvorak's Trio for Violin, Cello,
Design, presented in conjunction w/Dreams in Brick & Mortar: MIT, Alvar Aalto & the
and Piano in F minor, Op.65; Jaiz Combo - selections will be announced.
Design of Baker House (Compton Gallery 3/3-1/28). RSVP. Admission O. Compton
Admission O. Killian Hall. Sponsor: Office of the Arts.
'.
Gallery. Sponsor: Office of the Arts.
7:00 p.m. - The SIxth Sense. Malcolm Crowe (Bruce Willis) is a child psychologist
7:00 p.m. - MIT Chamber Music Society. Thea Musgrave'~ Trio for flute, oboe & piano;
who takes on the task of curing a young boy' who "sees dead people". Admission
Schubert's Quintet in A major (th.e "Trout" Quintet) D 667 (op. post. 114); Dvorak's String
2.50. 26-100. Sponsor: LSC...
,
Quartet in F, Op. 96 "American". Admission O. Killian Hall. Sponsor: Office of the Arts.
7:30 p.m. - Cross Products Fall Concert. MIl's a capella Christian ensemble.
12:00 p.m. - Anthrax: The Investigation of a Lethal Outbreak, Professor Jeanne
Admission O. Rm 10-250. Sponsor:.Office of the Arts ..
Guillemin, Department of Sociology, Boston College. Bag lunch, refreshments will
7:30 p.m. - Cross Products FalljWinter Concert. Come see MIl's own Christian
be provided. Open. More info: Call Lynne Levine at 253-0133. Emailllevine@mit.edu.
a capella group, Cross Products, jam with X.ado from Dartmouth College, and
Web: http://web.mit.edu/ssp/.
Rm E38-615.
Jubilation from Columbia University. Free pdmission. 10-250. Sponsor: Cross
12:10 p.m. - Supercomputing at home: Better, faster, cheaper?, Chris Hill, MIT.
Products ..
Open. More info: Call Markus Jochum at 3-2922. Email mjochum@mit.edu. Web:
8:00 p.m. - The Living Tradition of Bali. A concert of traditional and modern
http://www.mit.edu/-mjochum/sack.htm/.
Rm 54-915.
Balinese music and dance, featuring the U.S. debut of masked dancer Gusti
4:00 p.m. - Sediment Gravity Flows: From Submarine Debris Flows to Martian Dust
Ngurah Ketut Artawan. Kresge Auditorium. Sponsor: Gamelan Gala~ Tika.
Storms, Dr. Jeffrey Parsons, Mil. Refreshments, 3:30 pm, Ida Green Lounge. Open.
8:00 p.m. - Gamelan Galak Tika: "The Living Tradition of Bali". Evan Ziporyn,
More info: Call Beverly Kozol-Tattiebaum at 253-3382. Email bevkt@mit.edu. Web:
director ..Balinese music and dance featuring the US debut of masked .dancer Gusti
http://www-eaps.mit.edu/depCsem.htm/.
Rm 54-915.
Ngurah Ketut Artawan. Admission O. Kresge Auditorium. Sponsor: Office of the
5:15 p.m. - Local Stationarity and Simulation of Intrinsic Random Functions,
Professor Michael L. Stein, University of Chicago. Refreshments will be served at
Arts.
'.
8:00 p.m. - A Philadelphia Story. Mil Community Players production. Ronni
4:45 PM in room 2-349. Open. More info: Call Marc Genton at 253-4390. Email gen-.
Marshak, director. $10; $8 for other students, MIT/Wellesley community memton@math.mit.edu. Rm 2-105.
bers, and sr citizens; $6 for MIT/Wellesley students. Admission 6.00. Kresge
6:00 p.m. -10-250
Case Presentation Monthly program for entrepreneurs with
Little Theater. Sponsor: Office of the Arts ..
speakers and technology-oriented companies focused on the issues of building and .
10:00 p.m. - The SIxth Sense. Malcolm Crowe (Bruce Willis) is a child psychologrowing the business. Students: Free; $10/Forum members; $15/non-members.
gist who takes on the task of curing a young boy who "sees dead people".
Open. More info: Call MIT Enterprise Forum/Camb at 253-8240. Email
Admission 2.50. 26-100. Sponsor: LSC.
mitefcmb@mit.edu. Web: http:j jwww.mitforu~ambridge.org.
Rm 10-250.
4:00 p.m. - Liquid Lithium Experiments in the CDX-U Spherical Torus, Robert
Kaita, Princeton Plasma. Physics Laboratory. Refreshments served at 3:4'5 pm.
Thursday's Events .
Open. More info: Call Paul Rivenberg at 253-8101. Email rivenbe.rg@psfc.mi!-edu.
Web: http://www.pfc.mit.edu/.
Rm NW17-218.
3:00 - 6:00 p.m. - Class Exhibition. Student projects from "Specia1 Topics at the
Wednesday's Events

Special Egg Donor Needed
$25,000
We are a loving, infertile couple hoping to find a compassionate woman to help us
have a baby. We're looking for a healthy, intelligent college student or college .
graduate, age 21-33, with blue eyes and blonde or light brown hair. C~mpensation
$25,000 plus expenses. Your gift of life would bring great joy. Please contact us
through our representative at 1-800-776-7680.

I=~I
CALIFORNIA

EARN UP TO
$600/MONTH

The Cambridge office of California Cryobank, Inc, is seeking healthy
males between the ages of 19 and 39 to participate in our anonymous
sperm donation program. To qualify, ~ou must be 5'9" or taller, enrolled
in or graduated from a 4-year collegejuniversity, and be able to commit
for 6-9 months. Donors are compensated $50.00 for each acceptable
donation provided. Hours: 8:00AM to 6:00PM Monday-Friday Call
California Cryobank, Inc: at (617)-497-8646
to see if YOU qualify!
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IT'S SNoWIN6! IT'S
SNOWING!
IT'S AcTUAllY
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42 Taxi rank
44 Alternative to a
saber
47 _ Aviv-Jaffa
48 Pesta. e.g.
49 Oral moistures
52 Winger or Paget
53 Near miss
56 Ostrich kin
58 Swiss mountain
59 Imitation
diamonds
62 _ in the sky
63 "Around the
World in Eighty
Days" author
64 Mother-of-pearl
65 Begley and
Wynn
66 Go in
67 Tire pattern
DOWN
1 Assistant
2 Thousand billion
3 Australian
island
4 Org. of Sampras
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ClaSSIC auto
Nobelist Wiesel
_ bene
Gets up
Crucifix
Doctrine
Humiliated
Backspace
Gives lip
Theater-sign
letters
Loafer or slipper
Ump's cohort
Faux pas
Fort Worth sch.
Shot
Fannie of
vaudeville
Break fast?
Clumsy boat
"Demian" author
Guy's date
Harvey or
Olivier
During filming
Summer cooler
Hilo garlands
Slot-filler

44
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Break out
Lacking vitality
Marries in haste
Casual top
Vitality
Blanched
Moines

54 Bancroft or
Boleyn
55 Stray off course
57 Pre-owned
60 Letters that
bang
61 Shell propeller
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_ of roses
Put on a play
Classifieds
Seething
"Casablanca"
co-star
Actress Arthur
Temoerament
Gore and
Jolson
Shade tree
Evaluates again
Key _. FL
Affected lover of
beauty
Itchy skin
problem
Natl. network
Pindar's poems
Male
hairdresser
Definite article
Actress Merkel
Weariness
Mauna
volcano
Do-over service
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boxes for ...
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organizing, protecting

The place for boxes on the Net!
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UA Allocates Funds
For Spring Weekend

Satisfy

your

crav'ing

for fresh

perspectives.

UA, from Page I

$22,670.17 had disappeared.
"One big pot for everyone to dip
which has led to massive surpluses.
into wasn't a very good idea," said
In an attempt to remedy this, the
Mendel Chuang. '02, the VA repreVA decided implement a policy of
sentative from the Finboard. Rather
overfunding, that would allow overthan taking an equal amount from
allocation
based on the unspent
each student group, the VA decided
funding for the past term. To do
to use a portion of the excess funds
this, the VA needed to allocate
to deal with this discrepancy.'
$23,560 to cover any unforeseen
The, VA also voted to allocate
group spending.
$6,680 towards renovations of the
This money would allow the. Small Activity office, which would
overallocation to begin this Spring
include replacing
cabinets
and
rather than in Spring 2001. "The
putting locks on storage space and
biggest problem that'the Fitiancial
the front office. "This better use of
Board faces is the lack of funding.
of the office would alleviate the lack
We .could use money left over each
of storage ,space that groups do have
term to help groups' in the future,"
at MIT," said ASA president
said McGann.
Jocelyn L. Wiese '00.
The VA Judicial Board recently
The VA council also allocated
decided that these funds may in fact
$9,000 to' replace the aging booths
be used in the same manner as uninin Lobby 10. These booths, which
vested reserve funds, which can, be
cost aroUlid $900 each, are to be
allocated by a two-thirds vote of the
constructed
by the MIT Hobby
VA council.
'Shop. They are intended to be more
comfortable and handicapped accesrequests funding proposals
sible than the current booths.
- The VA also.issued a request for
The VA currently has a group of
proposals to spend the remaining
funds marked
as an invested
funds ..
reserve, money saved to cover any
"The purpose of the VA is to
financial
emergencies.
The VA
fund student' groups and also to be
increased this invested reserve from
there in emergencies," McGann said .. $17,397 to $30,000, aliowing for a
"'The council also voted to give : two year buffer of operating expens$30,000 of seed money to the , es.
Spring
Weekend
Planning
With the new model, the VA
Coinmittee, replacing the fun~ prewould be able to oper,ate for two
viously
allocated
by the now
years without any MIT funding.
defunct large activities fund.
Additionally, this would allow for
,This will allow the Spring
the funding of student groups. in the
Weekend Planning Committee to
case that funding requirements were
to exceed actual budgetary inflow ..
make large cash expenditures in the
expectation of inflows such as the,
"In the past we've been allowed
sale of concert tickets.
'
: to have a negative invested reserve
because MIT wasn't very good at
Accounting mishap costs 520,000
accounting. It's not likely that we'll
Following the transition to the, be able to go negative in the future,"
new SAP accounting system, the ' said Nominations Committee 'Chair
Financial Board discovered that
Christopher R. Rezek"'99:

u~

Diverge from the usual,
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with a modern,

eclectic
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:l_*cooking.
~

Savor generous

Friday evenings,
and dinner.

Our contemporary
that

se~vings,

a

priced.

brunch!

And on Tuesday

Open for breakfast,

Give the. Gift of Love

street,

valet

available

-CC)mpassionate Egg Donor Needed
Our Donor will have the following qualities:
• Healthy Caucasion. • 21-30'years old
• Light Eyes' • 5' 6" +

Compensation begins at $75,000.
All expenses will 'be paid in addition to your compensation.
Please Call
1-949-644-6490
1-800-990-BABY
Beach, CA

Surrogacy, Egg Donation, Adoption Faciliation

LOUISA V. TROEMEL, Psy. D. M.F.C.C.
Your gift will bring' .
bpundles,sjoy .
.

;

lunch

cambridge

parking

a Life

FAMILIFS 2000+, Newport

through

CaLL(617) 494-0011.

20 sidney
complimentary

high-quality

the best of New England

the scene.

la carte

setting,

grille features

s,howcase
affordably

Live jazz completes

Try our weekend

Grille. A fun and innovative

www.families2000.com.info@families2000.com
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PKS House Closed
Following Explosion

Tax.info, toll-free.
Tax questions? Call TeleTax for recorded information
on about 150 tax topics, 24 hours a day.

~i.l

PKS, from Page 1
Department of the Treasury

~&IJII

thing good came out of this," said
PKS President Lanny R. Chiu '00.

nternal RevenueService
http://www. ustreas.gov
This space donated

by The Tech

Brothers will abide by agreement
Chiu said the brothers planned to
make the restitution.
It was his
understanding
that if they did,
"everything would be okay," Chiu
said.
"We will follow through," Lee
said. Lee expects the request for
charges against them to be dropped.
In light of the events following
the explosion, Chiu said that "Other
fraternities should be careful."
The hearing was a result of the
October 26 incident when the the-

Pixie Anne Pennturight
SfJOkescritic

• CU5ting Couch

Drofwut

• Urban

Princess

atrical device Lee was carrying to
advertise PKS' s Halloween party
"Skuffle" accidentally
exploded,
sending him to the hospital. Two
other PKS brothers, Griswold and
Nathuji, also suffered minor injures
as the three prepared to interrupt a
lecture in Room 10-250. Campus
Police closed Building 10 for most
of the day as the Cambridge Bomb
Squad and Fire Department investigated.
Boston's lnspectional Services
Department closed PKS' s house for
building code violations, forcing the
cancellation of Skuffie. Fear of similar sanctions from the inspectors
led all fraternities to cancel th'eir
parties over Halloween weekend.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
• For Sale
New Indoor bicycle rack discounted
40%. Holds 1 or 2 bicycles Easy to
assemble,
no screw holes. 45$
limited
quantity.
View
it
at
www.invicio.no to order call (617)
569-6644

.Help

Wanted

EGG DONORS NEEDED! All races.
Ages 21-30. Compensation $5,000.
OPTIONS National Fertility Registry
(800)
886-9373
www.fertilityoptions.com
Egg donor Needed: Help an infertile
couple have a child. Any nationality
acceptable. Open process in which
you can meet the couple and can
meet the child after birth if desired .
$5000 compensation. 800-450-5343

• Information

elegant fervor
melodic myths
revwe lyrical legends ...

Rousing rhythms of
explode
and

Browse icpt.com WIN A FREE trip
for Springbreak
"2000".
ALL
destinations
offered.
Trip
Participants, Student Orgs & Campus
Sales Reps wanted.
Fabulous
parties,
hotels,
& prices.
For
reservations
or Rep registration.
CALL Inter Campus Programs @ 1800-327-6013
AIIStudents.com
Leverage your
Campus Knowledge to get paid well
as a Campus Marketing Manager.
Open Interviews will be held on or
near your campus the week of Dec.
6th. Go to allstudents.com for exact
time, date. & location info. E-mail
resume to jobs@allstudents.com for
more information see our display an
on page X or call 1-888-640-8810
ext. 212
Audiophiles
WantedBoston
Audio
Society
617-282-8335
http)/BostonAudio.home.att.net/
Spring 2000 Break Cancun from
$389 (after discount) 14 Free meal.
23 Hours of FREEDrinks, $30 EARLY
BIRD DISCOUNT, $100 off Trip in
2001!! Boston Departures only CALL
FREE
1-800-244-4463,
www.collegetours.com

#1 Spring Break Vacations Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida. Book
Early & Receive Free Meal Plan! Now
Hiring Campus Reps! 1-800-234700
7
www.endlesssummertours.com
RAJA YOGA MEDITATION On-going
classes offered as a free service to
the community. Learn to empower
yourself to reduce stress and clear a
path towards easier studying. Learn
to tap into your inner power to
change unwanted habits and improve
relationships.
Offered by BK Raja
Yoga Center of Boston.
Free of
Charge.
(617)
734-1464
www.bkwsuboston.com

• Services Offered
Piano for adult students:
core
repertoire,
including
twentieth
century, Beginning through advance.
Cambridge/Harvard-Porter,
4924492.

• Travel
Wanna take a break from classes?
Party hard in Cancun during Spring
Break. 7 nights airfare and hotel
package
from
$399
Other
destinations available. Call Luis @
617 -225-8932 for more info.
GO DIRECT! We're the Amazon.com
of Spring Break! #1 Internet-based
company offering WHOLESALEpricing
by eliminating middlemen! We have
other companies begging for mercy!
ALL destinations. Guaranteed Lowest
Price!
1-800-367-1252
www.springbreakdirect.com
***ACT NOW!CALL FOR THE BEST
SPRING BREAK PRICES! SOUTH
PADRE.
CANCUN,
JAMAICA,
BAHAMAS, ACAPULCO, FLORIDA &
MARDI
GRAS.
REPS
NEEDED...TRAVEL FRESS. EARN $$$.
DISCOUNTS FOR 6+. 800-8388203jWWW.LEISURETOURS.COM

~RCHAEOLOCtICAL

1+\ .ICHOOL

FIELD

Cadiz, Spain

EVAN OLSON

TONIC

One Room
Features

"So Much

Sugar
Better"

Features

"Knock

Down

\Valls"

lUMMER 2000

Participate in an ongoing investigation of
a first millenium B.C. settlement at
Villamartin. Hands-on training in field
excavation and artifact processing. All
instruction conducted in English.
Excursions to sites and museums around
Sevilla, Gibraltar and Cadiz.

13C)ST()N

--------

-

U:'\J 1\' L IZS I1-'{

232 Bay State Rd., 5th Floor
Boston, MA 02215
617/353-9888
abroad@bu.edu
www.bu.edu/abroad
An equal opportunity, qffirmative ac.tioninstitution.
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2 CENT COpy DAY

December 8,1999

"THANKS"
To all Students for
a GREAT semester!
All self-service copying
2 Cents per side
(8.5x11/ 20 Ib white paper)

AJAI BHARADWAJ-THE

Coffee & lots of help
copying any last minute
thesis or reports!

TECH

David CampOs G puts the ball past opposing Wesleyan blockers for
a point at Sunday's Intercollegiate VOlleyball Club Tournament held
at MIT. IVC beat Wesleyan 2-0.

All Day Wednesday

DO YOU HAVE
ANOREXIA?

11-004

• Low weight women ages 18-45
are at risk for bone loss (osteoporosis)
• 9-month study for new bone loss treatment
• Free test of bone density
• Stipend of $500

•

Call Lisa Thomas, NP
at 617-724-7393
for more information.
....
' • I

.

8am -11pm

"

il f

,;.,

..

I

E52-045

W20
11am-Midnight

I COPYTECH

8am -6pm

COPYTECH COPYTECH
The

NoName
Restaurant
011

BostonJsHistoric Waterfront
since 1917

Come Enjoy Our Traditional Seafood
Right on the Boston Waterfront.
We are the oldest restaurant in Boston
that has been under the same management.
We are reasonably priced,
with the young in mind.

There is Plenty of
Free Parking
available 7 days a week.

We are located near the World Trade Center at 17 Fish Pier.

Takeout is also available

423-2705
Hours:

II :00 am - 10:00 pm, Monday through

"'where the fish jump from

the ouan

Saturday

into the frying

pan"

I
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Photography by Greg Kuhnen
and Gabor Csanyi
MONK'S MOOD- an interpretive dance piece
by Professors Thomas DeFrantz and Brenda
Cotta-Escalera reflecting on the life of
Thelonious Monk. The piece was performed
by DeFrantz and Noelia Ortiz-Cortes Friday
and Saturday in Little Kresge Theater.

THE ARTS

December 7, 1999
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Inspections To Aim
Only for Fire Safety
~

,

ROSHAN BALlGA-THE

TECH

Max the cat takes a break in a
Baker lounge. DormCon is formulating a policy on pets in the
dormitory system at the same
time it considers fire safety
inspections.
Inspection, fr<?m'Page I

items. Rockefeller said that the list
will be issued by the Safety Office. '
Inspections will be scheduled
during a time convenient for the student. Students will have aright to be
present during the inspections, and
the inspection will be rescheduled if
the student is not home. Only after
the student has missed the rescheduled appoinnpent will the inspector
be allowed to enter the room without the student's room without the
student present.
"The Institute
is completely
within their rights" to conduct
inspections, Frank stated, adding,
"In fact, [the .inspectors]
really
should, legally, 'be inspecting to
make sure we're safe in the rooms."
Pet policy also being considered
The fate of pets is also uncertain
under the new inspection policy.
While cats are not currently allowed
in any MIT dormitory, DormCon is
considering some sort of official.
sanction. One policy under consideration would be to designate cer',tain areas of dorm for people who
plan to have pets, 'Frank said. That
, way, freshmen choosing housing
would know dearly what animals
.they can expect to fud, on a certain'
floor or dorm: .
~

1

STEFAN CARP-THE TfX.:H
.'.
The Mil Symphony Orchestra performs the works of Schni~.ke and Mahler under the direction of
Dante Anzolini during their concert this Friday in Kresge Auditorium

a

~

Agel, 1982

Age 18,1993

~' Elizabeth Suto.
Killed by a drunk driver
on February 27, 1994, on Bell Blvd.'
in Cedar Park, Texas.
If you don'lstop your friend
from driving drunk, who will? •
Do whatever 'tlakes.

li.ll~-fa!m~
••,~~.lml,j..i.j.ll'~~_
u.s, Oep8r1menIoIT~

This space donated by The Tech

_
...

r-
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confidence,

pride,

ATTENTION

[g,ri
and plenty

UNDERGRADUATE
AND

GRADUATE

STUDENTS

of time

to shower before- calculus.

WORLDWIDE

,.

In Army ROTC, you'll get to do some pretty challenging stuff;
Stuff that builds character and discipline,. Not,tomention

'

muscles. You'll also learn how to think on your feet.and be ....
a good leader. Talk to

rnore. And get ready

Army ROTC advisor to find out
a little.

PURSUE JOB
AND

INTERNSHIP

OPPORTUNITIES

THAT SPAN
THE GLOBE

At these p..ices, it's too bad
1Nedon't sell ca ..s.
Maybe one day we will sell cars, food and everything else you need. But right now, it's great deals on textbooks every day. You con save up to 40%, and you'll get your books in
1 to 3 days. Not that you would, but don't sweat using a credit card. VarsityBooks.com is 100% guaranteed secure. Try saying that about a new SUV.

SAVE UP TO 40% ON TEXTBOOKS.
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We can ..banish cerebral oppressiqn. But we
can't do it alone. ,We need you. Make a difference

- -

-

and get ThinkLink. It's a free service that gives you
..

",.

control by combining your phone and messaging
needs. Receive voicerilail that you can access over

/

/

. the Internet or ph<?ne,your own local number, and
an 800 number that's yours for life. Plus we offer
5~ .a minute calling that's .billed. directly to your
credit card. Together we can conquer the forces
that threaten our peace of mind.
ThinkLink
ThinkLink

calling is provided by ThinkLink. calling partner leG.
provides phone to phone voice over Internet protocol

www.ThinkLink.com

calling.

--
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INFORMATION RECEPTION

Join us

Thursday, December 9, 1999
from.
',1

,

•

. f

5:00-,7;OOpm
.
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Enjoy refreshm'ents and all'
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opportunity to Q1~~tand ..~_h:at..,~.~....,
with student and non~student
members of The. Coop Board .~;,~
.'
of Directors.
We'll meet on the 4th. floor
of .
.
The Coop Bookstore at
Harvard Square.
.

Please RSVP by December 8th @ info@thecoop.~om
or call 617-499-2082

'
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Gaggle Cops 120th Tech Managing Board Elections
SPECIAL TO TIlE TECII

Cambridge is still recovering
from the harrowing occurrences of
last weekend's apocalyptic events.
In the wake of this millennial disaster, reports are filtering in of
widespread loss of electricity, running water, and network connectivity. The disaster, centered around
MIT, touched off numerous riots, looting and left
people around the world
without food, water, and
e-mail for over 17 hours.
A few brave souls,
surviving the catastrophe, convened
in the shambles of the Student
Center to elect the new Managing
Board of The Tech.
Those elected attempted to survive on stale pizza from Sunday's
news meeting and quenched their
desire for electronic communication
in the oasis of The Tech's network,
which had survived the onslaught
by sheer fortune.
Satwiksai
"Where's
my
gavel?" Seshasai '01 pounded his
way to Chairmanship, and narrowly
,beat out his only competition - his
ego.
A grim-faced Frank "pointy
haired EIC" Dabek '00 rose, declaring that he and he alone had the ability to edit the newspaper in a postapocalyptic world. The board, wowed
by the would-be editor's resolution to
take over the budgeting role of the
Business Department, promptly elected him Editor in Chief.
Dabek celebrated his victory by
strangling
Naveen
"Little
Kahuna"
Sunkavally
'01 with a
network cable and beat him to a
bloody pulp with a newly acquired
dictionary, which then exploded. A
bloodied
but
unconquered
Sunkavally gasped that he would
return in a sequel or two, but must
rest for a bit in the newly-created
position of News Director.
Jasmine "Huanne?' Richards

-

~com

~

~

Work lor
a College
Internet
Company
While Sliliin School!
Leverage your Campus
Knowledge to get paid
well as a Campus'
Marketing Manager

'02 survived the grilling of the
Chairman and won the approval of
the Board to act as Business
Manager.
R)'an
"Paul"
Ochylski
'01
stepped
from
behind the burning wreckage of
a Macintosh G3
to explain
to
those assembled
that the depressed,
demoralized, heavily
irradiated citizenry of the future
would require a newspaper with a
crisp, clean layout and a rich but
austere collection of sans serif fonts
to stave off madness. This erudite
analysis earned Ochylski the position of Managing Editor.
Greg
"nobody's
better"
Kuhnen '00 emerged from a black
box to explain that his work as
Executive Editor was not yet done,
and that he needed at least one more
term to complete the grandest operation yet undertaken by The Tech:
rebuilding the world's great libraries
around old bound volumes of The
Tech.
As the Managing Board grew
restless waiting for its News Editor
candidates to step forth, it slowly
became obvious that two had been
left behind. Thus, only two prime
suspects remained to repopulate the

news department,
as the board
approved of Kevin "\Vonderbread
Giant"
Lang
'02 and Rima
Arnaout "In Bed" '02.
To protect against further horrors
of the apocalypse, Mary "Drunk
Monkey" Obelnicki G, Ian "No
Comment"
Lai '02, and Jordan
"23-0-0"
Rubin
'02 were all
bestowed with the Night Editor title.
Vowing to battle words till the
death, the trio emerged unscathed
from the Board's trial.
Exiled from Cambridge politics,
Mike "Wonderland"
Ring '01 and
Eric "Klepto" Plosky G returned
to seek office in the only place they
could win election: the Opinion
Department.
Departing Arts Editor Vladimir
'"Remote Editor" Zelevensky
'95
expressed confidence in the incumbent Rebecca Loh "Norton"
'01
and even the untested youth Dan
"Gray Box" Katz '03 in their quest
to maintain
cultural
awareness
amidst the new world order.
Ming- Tai "huh?" Huh '02 was
thrust into his position when one of
the last bastions of the old world,
the noble zephyr, delivered the news
that he would be the sole candidate
for Sports Editor.
Suddenly, three haggard figures
entered the room armed. After vigorously denouncing everyone present for their decadent bourgeois
ways, Annie "Pikachu"
Choi,

Karlene "Gaayr" Rosera '00, and
James
"Token
Testosterone"
Camp G, announced
that they
wished to be elected photography
editors before returning to their
black box for a life of quiet contemplation of CMYK color gamuts and
loose crops. The board dutifully
elected them to the positions they
desired.
Suddenly
the lights in The
Tech's bunker died. The crowd murmured with fear before Joey "Uncle
Moneybags"
Dieckhans
'00 and
Huanne "\Vith a little help from
my friends" Thomas '02 lit a candle and explained that unanticipated
shortfalls had prevented The Tech
from paying the bunker's electric
bill. The Managing Board hissed
and
booed
until
Dieckhans
explained that the coming apocalypse would open up exciting new
advertising opportunities for things
like petrol sales and urine recycling
systems. A relieved board elected
Thomas and Dieckhans Advertising
Manager to supervise these new
opportunities.
Dan "The
World
is Not
Enough" McGuire '99 resolved to
restore order in the business office
and was selected on the strength of
his "wisdom" to serve as Operations
Manager.
Shantonu "iSuc" Sen '02 convinced the board to reelect him to
the position of Technology
after

announcing that under his leadership The Tech had made significant
headway towards stockpiling essential items, such as six-year-old
Macintosh Ilci's.
Gabor "Squash" Csanyi G and
"Leisure
Suit" Garry Maskaly
'00, former denizens of the black
box. emerged from under the table
(it's dark under there. you see) to
join Brett "Six Feet Under"
Altschul
G in being
named
Contributing Editor.
Pausing from her attempts to
contact
the
outside
world,
Katharyn "Rubber Doll" Jeffreys
'01 convinced the Board that she
should serve as Features Editor for
another tenn.
The managing board completed
its grim task by naming those alumni and hangers-on
who would
advise The Tech after the apocalypse: B(ow) D(o\\'n) "To Me"
Colen, Thomas "Tex" Huang '86,
V. Michael
"MAS"
Bove '83,
Robert "Hired Gun" Malchman
'85, Joel "Riot in the Streets"
Rosenberg
'99, Josh "Isn't She
Cute" Hartmann
'93, Simson
'"and"
Garfinkel
'87,
Tom
"Information
Architect"
Karlo
'96, Indy "N." Neogy '98, Saul
"Speechless"
Blumenthal
'98,
Jeremy
"Reston"
Hylton '94,
Jonathan "See my tits" Richmond
PhD '91, Barry
"NY Times"
Surman '84.

The Sloan Subject Prioritization System
Bidding Dates for Spring, 2000 Classes
http://sloanbid.mit.edu
Leave password field blank, then create new
password
Institute-wide bidding for Sloan courses:
Opens 12:00 p.m., Sat., December 11
Closes 5:00 p.m., Wed., December 15

Sldlls needed
• Outgoing

& Motivated

• Leadership
• Organized & Resourceful
• Project management

skills

• Familiarity with campus

Waitlists for Closed Sloan Classes will be part of the
Course Bidding System, beginning in Round II.

ExperIence
• Sophomore

**** '1< *' ******N OTE************

or higher

• Live on or near campus
• Campus Involvement
• Active on Internet

ResponsIbilities
• Help Develop Marketing

Plan

• Interview & Hire Support Staff
• Facilitate Campus Relations
• Local Account

Management

• Manage Marketing

Budget

• Execute Local Campaigns
• Help Conduct

There will be a New Waitlist-Only Round:
Sat. Dec. 18, 12 p.m. - Mon. Jan. 31, 5 p.m .

Campus Research

Open Interviews will be held
on or near your campus the
week of Dec. 6th. Go to
allstudents.com for exact
time, date, & location info.
E-mail resume to
jobs@allstudents.com
for more information
1-888-640-881

0 ext.212

Successful bids will appear on your Registration Form on
January 31 as well as be posted on the bidding website as of
December 18 -- write dou'n your password to check results!
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The Coop is now accepting applications for nomination f~r'~lection as~:.' ,
a Student Board Member.for the ~OOO-2001'acadeIn~ ~~a.!.,.'.' .,~:
•• li

Apply to be elected, to

The Coop's Board Of Directors.
Applications are available at any Coop branch store, or at.the MeITlber
Services Office, 4th floor, of the Coop's Harvard. Square Bookstore.

Final date for return of application is

Friday, Dec. 17, 1999 at 5:00 PIp_
For additional information contact:
Isaac Colbert

Dean for Grad. Ed.

Thomas Lee
tlee@mit.edu

ikec@mit.edu
www.thecQop.com
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teach (tech)

BOSTON UNIVERSITY (BU) AND THE AACHEN
UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY
(RWTH), GERMANY'S
PREMIER ENGINEERING SCHOOL, HAVE LAUNCHED
A JOINT INTERNATIONAL GRADUATE PROGRAM IN

v. 1. To impart

GLOBAL MANUFACTURING,
THIS HIGHLY SELECTIVE,
FULLY FUNDED ENGINEERING PROGRAM PREPARES

knowledge or skill of; to give instruction
to. 2. What the Museum of Science will
pay you to do.

A NEW BREED OF "INTERNATIONAL
ENGINEERING
LEADERS," AS PRACTITIONERS AND MANAGERS,
WHO ARE TRAINED TO OPERATE IN A DYNAMIC,
GLOBAL

ENVIRONMENT.

The Museum of Science, Boston
is looking for students and
faculty to teach summer
courses next year.,You
write the curriculum for
kids in grades K-8 and
you teach the class. And
you can teach for 1 week
or 10 weeks, it's up to
you. This is a great opportunity to get some real teaching
experience and get paid too. Call today
or ch~ck out our website for more information.

TWO-YEAR

M.S. PROGRAM

Course work and industrially
sponsored research on both sides
of the Atlantic
No foreign language requirement

1-617 -589-0300

For further information,
call 617/353-1888, or visit our
Web site: www.fhcmi.org

.........

BOSTON

••
::::

UNIVERSITY

www.mos.org/teach

Fraunhofer

USA

Center for
Manufacturing

Innovation

MIST!
The MIT International Science and Technology Initiative
Cordially invites you to a talk by
-

.I

...
Colon cancer is the second
leading cancer killer and everyone
aged 50 and older is at risk.
More than 50,000 Americans
wiD die from colon cancer and
131,600 new cases wiD be
diagnosed this year.
Colon cancer is an equal opportunity disease that aftects both women
and men. This silent killer frequently
begins without symptollt~ and those
with a family history are at even
greater risk.
Colon cancer is prevcntable--even
curable \vhen detected early. In
fact, if cancer is found early enough,
the patient has more than a 90
percent chance of survival.
Colon cancer screenings are safe and
effective and are now covered by
Medicare and an increasing number
of other health providers. There's
even a test thac can be used in the
privacy of your 0\ ....11 home.

Talk to your doctor about
getting tested.
'

•

_ 011

~

..

..

Claude Allegre

Minister of
Education, Research, and Technology
in France

"French Initiatives in Research,
Development and Innovation"
December 7, 1999
5PM
Bartos "Theater (Media Lab - E15)
20 Ames Street

ATIONAL

lorecta1

Free and open to the public!

R~~~~

~

SPONSORED

BY THE NATIONAL

COLORECTAL CANCER RO_UNDTADLE
FOR MORE'INFORMATION, CALL THE
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
AT

1-800-ACS-2345

This space donated by The Tech

Contact:

Sigrid Berka
(617) 253-6982
sberka@mit.edu
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Population Rise Causes Gain
Early Action, frOQ"lPage I'
------------allowing students to send applications early to multiple colleges. MIT
has never restricted the number of
institutions to which early action
applicants can apply.
"Because of this we know that
there are students in our pool who
are also applying to Harvard early,"
Jones said. "From admissions offi~
cers' point-of-view, that is a nightmare. Just getting the work done on
time becomes a serious problem and
it becomes very difficult to calculate
yield."
But MIT is not alone in feeling
the effects of the policy change.
Brown has received 66 percent
more early action applications than
last year. Georgetown's early action
application rate is up 44 percent,
nearly twice Harvard's increase of
25 percent.
JELENA

SREBR/C-THE

a national scale.
applications this year, but we will
"There are more 17-year-olds in
not admit a larger class. If anythe population," she said. "We have
thing, the class may be a bit smalljust begun to see the beginning of
er."
the second largest population
in
Growing numbers a national trend
U.S. history
after the Baby
While the increase
in early
Boomers. This population should
action applicants will allow institupeak with the high school graduating class of 2007, so we have much . tions to be more selective, many
see the changes as a disturbing
more growth in our applicant pool
trend.
ahead."
Some admissions directors are
But Jones and others on the
disturbed by the number of students
admissions
board have already
applying early out of fear.
declared that the class of 2004 will
"Many schools now take half of
not be any larger than previous
their freshman classes early, which
classes.
has created a panic that if someone
"We plan to admit 500 [early
plans to be admitted; they had better
action candidates] ... just under 30
apply early," said Jones.
percent of the freshman class," said
"V ou have no idea how upset
Jones. "We know that we will also
everyone - college admissions
have an increase in regular action
offers and guidance counselors -alike
cases as well, and we want to be
- has 'become
over the trend
very conservative at this point."
toward early applications."
"We will [have] over 10,000

TECH

William R. Hambrecht
was the keynote speaker at the 2nd
Annual Venture Capital Conference:
"Financing Technologies
in the Next Millennium"
held last Saturday
at the Sloan
School. The conference
is a major event for new ventures in
the Boston area.

Population rise also responsible
While Jones attributed the early
application increase primarily to the
policy change, she also noted that
the number of high school seniors
applying to college is increasing on

'.

_

ANKUR MEHTA

Freshman files, for the prospective
class of 2004 piled up in the
. Admissions
office as around 3000 early decision
applications
arrived •.

AUTHENTIC THAI CUISINE
DINING IN - TAKE OUT

Tel: (617) 492-2494
Fax: '(617) 492-6546
302 Massachusetts Avenue
.Cambridge, MA
139

oi

,,~------------------------------~--------~-~Thailand Cafe
,
,
I
I
I
I

iS2
I

Grand Opening Coup'on
$2 off purchase of $10 or more

$2

~------------------~-------------------------------
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Introducing
AT &T

No credit checks

National

No deposits

PrePaid

No long distance charges

Wireless

No roaming fees

AT&T National PrePaid Wireless is the easiest way to give wireless this holiday. Gift box includes everything needed to get
. started includinga digital.PrePaid phone, a rapid charger and up to 90 minutes of domestic airtime: No more having to worry about signingan
annual contract, running a cr~dit check, or choosing a rate plan.j~st buy the minutes you want, use the minutes you need, and there's no monthly
commitment. Ifsomeone you know wants wireless this holiday season, or if they're just getting started, buy them AT&T National PrePaidWireless
..

at AT&T stores and selected retailers. AT&T National PrePaid Wireless. When you want wireless-you

got wireless:

AT&T Wireless Services

I' 800~IMAGIN'E@
www.att.com/wireless/prepaid

A~ ...
MI III

AT&TWireless Services' Stores
Boston

Danvers

3 Center Plaza

85 Andover St., Danvers
978777-4114

(Government Center Plaza)

Garden City Center

Newton

Bristol Place

16 Hillside Rd., Cranston, R.1. 88 Needham S1. 1210 Newport Ave., South Attleboro
401942-1079
617 527-9100
508761-6300

Coolidge Corner

Burlington

1329 Beacon St.. Brookline
617566-6800

68 A Burlington Mall Rd.
781505-1900

Framingham ~
50-60 Worcester Rd.

617 720-3560

Available at all AT&T Stores, participating

authorized dealers, and select Barnes and Noble College Bookstores. Also available at the following locations: Best Buy. Office Depot and Staples.

@1999 AT&T.Purchase and use of a PrePaid compatible Digital multi-network phone required. Long distance calls will be delivered by a provider of our choice. Features are not available for
Important Information
purchase. *Domestic rates not available outside the 50 US or when calls require a credit card to complete the call or no service is available. International rates vary by destination. Airtime
for each call is measured in full minutes and rounded up to the next full minute. Coverage available in most areas. Pre-paid wireless cards are not refundable. The 90 included domestic minutes are made up of 15 minutes preloaded
on the phone. one 15 minute card, and a mail-in coupon for an additional 30 minute card. Minutes deposited into your account expire after six months. Full terms and conditions are contained in the AT&T National PrePaid
.Wireless Guide. Offer may not be combined with other promotional offers.

,
,.•..
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At e-STEEl this IS the heaviest
thlng you 111 have to hft.
J

If

Physico I Education

., •

At e-STEEL we' re serious about our success. Being the only neutral B2B marketplace for the $700 billion dollar
global steel industry is no easy task. Our success depends upon our leading technology and superior and expert
talent. This is why e-STEEL is backed by three of the most renowned venture capital groups and why our silicon
alley shop is the hottest place to work. We are bursting with challenging and newly created opportunities.

reg istrotion closes
Wed., December 8 @ 1PMH

Ifsuccess and having fun while achieving greaOless is just as important to you as early stage pre-IPO stock options
and very competitive compensation, investigate these opportunities at our MANHATTAN headquarters:

Co II3 -4291 if 0 ny questions

.
.;~
..rlnceton

• Manager, Development
• Technical Project Lead
• Web-Based Software Developers

"

•
'evlew

(Front & Backend)

• Business Analyst
Our Development Organization is e-STEEL's core competency: design and delivery of a user friendly on-line
marketplace, including using top web-based technologies in building site applications and features. We're
seeking silicon alley players to be responsible for building. managing, and executing our informati.on technology and development strategy.

• Product Development

Manager

Product Development Lineup is responsible for leading the business-to-business
e-commerce industry in
defining products and site features.This group works strategically with engineering in the creation and delivery of products and features.
~-~~--,y~,-,.,.,~
For immediate consideration, please send your resume (E-mail preferred), indicating position desired and
including salary history, to: Recruitment Center, Dept MIT,e-STEEL Inc., 1250 Broadway, 31 st Floor, New York,
NY 1000 I; Fax (917) 464-0471; E-mail: jobs@e-steel.com
(no phone calls please). Equal Opportunity Employer.
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~ Small classes

!;

~ Expert instructors.

'0

~ Convenient locations
and schedules
~ Satisfaction guaranteed
~
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Courses begin soon!

r-

m

v
CHANUKAH
MENORAH
.

LIGHTING
Tuesday, Dec. 7
4:45 p.nt.
M.I.T.'s Lobby 7
Featuring MIT H~llel's
".Test Tube Menorah"
Sponsored by M./. T. Hillel
For information call 253-2982

fRlfNDS

DON'T lH "fRlfNDS
DRIVf DRUNK ..
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of TranspcrtaIion

This space donated by The Tech
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so YOU

WANT TO BE
A CONSULTANT

Live and work in the San Francisco Bay Area with
a boutique strategy consulting finn of 40 prQfessionals

.~

~ Palo Alto office is in the center of Silicon Valley - 30 minutes
to SairFrancisco, 3 hours to Lake Tahoe, 2 hours to Yosemite

~

Create business and marketing strategies for
High-T~ch Companies in Silicon Valley

-~

~ . Industries include internet technologies, software, hardware,
. communi~ations, bio-tech and semiconductor equipment

I .

.~ ,Clients range from the latest high tech start-ups to $50 billion industry
leading corporations
l!

L

.

-

-

t'

"

~.

II"

t

. ~ '.Work directly with Senior Managers and executive
level client cort tacts

i

\".~.-

........ :,:.........

,....

~-

'.;:
,

~Q"

~ Senior managers come from several of Silicon Valley's most successful
.~~~........ companies
~ Control the pace of.y~ur qireer growth
-

..

-

"'

~.

If this sounds /ikeyour idea/job'
be sure to submit ~ resume and cover letter

'R. -B.

WEBBER

Be COMPANY

INCORPORATED

1717 Embarcadero Road, Suite 2000
Palo Alto, CA 943ffi
. Recruiting Contact: David Ewing
www.rbwe~1>.er.com
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Bacow Encourages
Student Involvement

MINUTES?

Residence, from Page 1
Association floor leader Andrew D:
Montgomery '01.
"The chancellor's
been very
receptive to the ideas of the various
groups that have been providing
him with input," said Dormitory
Council President Jennifer A. Frank
'00.

•

eve r y s qua r e.

ripply Inch of his
washboard

abs

,

to my friends
bock home.

":t

Decision raises hope, concerns
Bacow stressed his hope that the
MIT community will see the decision as an improvement to the current system. He encouraged students
to "roll up their sleeves and get
involved in the implementation
process."
Frank concurred, stating, "The
presentation is designed to lend closure to the process so that we can
begin the implementation."
.
Bacow conceded'that
the decision leaves certain issues unresolved. "I consciously tried not to
answer every question because
some are" best left to other groups,"
Bacow said.
"We'll wait to see the decision
before we determine the exact first
steps of implementing the decision,"
said VA President
Matthew L.

McGann
'00. "The VA, IFC,
Dormcon, and GSC plan to collaborate again on the implementation
process."
Students will have a chance to
react to the decision, but according
to RSSC and SAC member Jennifer
C. Berk '01, "it looks like feedback
will be directed to those implementing the decision."
Vest announced. in the summer
of 1998 that all freshmen will be
housed on campus beginning in fall
2001. The decision necessitated a
redesign ofMIT's residence system.
Bacow formed the RSSC to submit a residence design plan in late
fall 1998 .. The RS SC sponsored a
Residence System Redesign Contest
over lAP 1999 to gather student
input.
After two drafts and community
feedback, the RSSC's final report
went to the chancellor on October 1,
followed by another report submitted by the SAC later that month.
The decision,
which passed
through Academic
Council last
week, received the approval of
President Charles M. Vest, Dean of
Students Rosalind H. Williams, and
Vice President and Secretary of the
Corporation Kathryn A. Willmore.

No bills, no plans, no hassles. Just instant
service that lets you
communicate on your terms. Register on-line at
.to
receive 30 FREE MINUTES of long distance. Receive 5 additional
minutes if you refer someone. You will automatically
qualify to win the
Y2K account [2000 minutes] each week.
COIlTEST

SUBJECT

TO

RULES

1110

COIIDITIOIIS.

OffER

MAY

VAIIY.

tele.ea.com
.

Mil

-

--~-

-

-

-

.

~

KA TIE ALLEN

Posters were placed around campus as one form of student protest
against proposed changes to MIT's housing system.

MIT Faculty Cluh

Holiday.Buffet

HOLIDAY BUFFET MENU
CARVED ROAST TURKEY WITH ALL THE FIXINS
SOUP, SALAD, AND BREAD DISPLAY
DECADENT DESSERT BAR
PASTA AND SEAFOOD
MUCH MUCH 'MORE
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from the secret files of

handsome strap-on orthopedic comic strip

Hey you! Hey look over here!

MQ)(

Hey babyhead! Ha!Ha!Ha!

Shut up .

.STUDENTS'
.

'.Remember the" 12-Unit Credit Limit for IAPI

'

....

y

•

Guidelines for counting units in the following subjects:
Subject,

(Begun in Fall)'
,

8.01L

.

18.02A
18.01

Units Applied
Toward lAP
6 Units
6 Units
6 Units

Units Available
For lAP
6 Units
6 Units
6 Units

"* Students taki'ng one of these subjects cannot receive credit for
,more than 6 additional units in lAP. ,
* Students taking'two of these subjects cannot receive credit for
" additional units in lAP.
Studen~s cannot -receive credit for .all three of these subjects.

*

F

Subject'
"
(Begun in Spring).,
10.491

,.

UROPac'tivitr

f~t credit

Units Applied
Toward lAP
4 Units
,

Units Available
"For lAP
8 Units

.

also (:ounts towar~s the credit limit~

..

Guidelines approv~d. ~y ,the Commitee on Academic Performance an~
. the lAP Policy CO~lJ'lj~ee. For more information, call x8-6422 or 3-4164
...
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Mierau Selected As
New Rhodes Scholar
By Kevin R. Lang

ing from Kansas, Mierau was one of
two selected to move on to the
Susanna B. Mierau '00 has been
District VI competition,
which
named one of thirty-two
U.S.
includes most of the Midwest.
Rhodes scholars for 2000.
At the regional level, however,
Mierau is a resident of East
the competition
intensified.
An
Campus majoring
in Brain and
eight-person panel conducted the
Cognitive
Sciences
in MIT's
interview, including several scienWhitaker
College
of Health
tists and a medical doctor. All panel
Sciences and Technology.
members were Rhodes scholars
Mierau said that she is currently
themselves.
deciding which specific area to
"At the state level, there was
study
at England's
Oxford
only one scientist on the commitUniversity,
but that her primary
tee," Mierau said. "At the regional
interest is neural pharmacology and
level, there were several scientists."
. neural transmitters.
Also on the panel was a former MIT
"Right now, I'm going to talk to
HST researcher.
my advisors and see what they
Four regional finalists, including
think," Mierau said.
Mireau, were select... She currently plans to
ed
as
Rhodes
.- complete her PhD in
Scholars.
three years, which is
Mierau is capcommon at Oxford.
tain of the MIT
Mierau has conSailing team, and is
centrated
on both
also involved in the
cognitive
science
MIT
Symphony
research and molecOrchestra.
She
ular biology research
serves as vice pres ii n v 0 I v i n g
dent and housing
Alzheimer's disease.
chair
for
East
At Oxford,
she
Campus, and also
hopes to focus her
works as a teaching
research somewhere Susanna Mierau '00
assistant
for
in between the two. Eventually,
Introduction to Psychology (9.00).
Mierau hopes to conduct academic
Rhodes scholars in recent years
medical research in the U.S .
"I've enjoyed being at MIT so
. Mierau is MIT's fourth Rhodes
far," Mierau said. She expects
scholar in the past three years. Last
Oxford to be drastically different"
year, Christopher Douglas '99 and
Lisa A. Poyiieer '98 were named
from MIT, since teaching is based
Rhodes Scholars, following Toby H.
on a one-on-one tutorial system.
Ayer '96 in 1998 and Pardi'S C.
While classes offer lectures, the proSabeti ' 97 in 1997.
gram is essentially
independent
The Rhodes Scholarships,
the
study.
oldest international
fellowships,
Application process rigorous
were started early this century.
Regional
selection
committees
Becoming
a Rhodes scholar
choose thirty-two scholars each year
involves a rigorous application
from among those nominated by
process
beginning
in October.
selection committees in 'each of the
Mierau was required to obtain eight
fifty states.
letters of recommendation
for her
Rhodes scholars have traditionapplication.
ally demonstrated academic excelMierau applied in her home state
lence, leadership, and athletic abiliof Kansas, and "toward the middle
ty. They are appointed for two years
of November, I found out that I had
of study in the University
of
an interview for the state," Mierau
Oxford, with the possibility
of
said.
renewal for a third year. All educa"At the state interview, it was a
tional costs such. as matriculation,
lot of fun," Mierau said. Mierau said
tuition, laooratory and certain other
that both interviewers and candifees are paid. President Clinton and
dates were easygoing. "The intercurrent Democratic presidential canviewers were really nice, and asked
didate Bill Bradley were Rhodes
easy questions."
scholars.
Of the nine candidates competASSOCIATE
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